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1.

Executive Summary
During last century, all cod stocks in the North Atlantic experienced dramatic declines in
stock size. As a result recruitment did also decrease and in some stocks such as the
Icelandic cod stock, recruitment has been low and below average over an extended period of
time. In Iceland, recruitment of cod has been linked with size and age diversity of the
spawning stock as well as environmental factors such as strength of the coastal current and
thickness of the freshwater layer along the larval drift route. Also in last century, two of the
main rivers responsible for most of the freshwater discard entering the main spawning
grounds of cod at the SW coast of Iceland were dammed for hydroelectric production. It is
not clear if this disruption in the natural flow of freshwater onto the spawning grounds may
have affected processes need for successful hatch, drift and survival of cod larvae. The aim
of this project was to initiate an exploration into the role of hydrodynamics and freshwater
runoff in establishing and maintaining suitable environmental conditions needed for
successful recruitment of cod and other important fish stocks utilizing the coastal areas of
Iceland for spawning and nursery grounds. During the first steps of this project, to be
completed in two years, we aimed to attain the following goals 1) Evaluate and advance the
development of the three dimensional hydrodynamic model, CODE so as to create a state –
of-the-art modeling tool that can be used to explore the hydrodynamic variation; 2) link
CODE with outputs from a freshwater runoff model and 3) describe the role of freshwater
river discharge on the ocean dynamics in key areas representing spawning grounds of some
of our most important fish stocks.
During the cause of the project in 2008-2009, the ocean model CODE went through large
changes that resulted in a highly evolved three dimensional ocean model that could describe
the hydrodynamics of Icelandic waters in high resolution at a speed that was many times
faster compared to the earlier versions. As a first step, the algorithm of the adaptive mesh
refinement of the model was upgraded so that the mesh refinement could follow amorphous
structures such as the Icelandic coastline and at the same time be transcribed into an
OpenMP parallelised form with tolerance for long time steps so that computations could be
performed simultaneously on a several computer cores. As a result, modelling of a single
year, that previously took at least four weeks, can now be performed in 1.5 days.
Following the refinements of CODE, freshwater runoff data was produced for 46 watersheds
(58 rivers) in 1961-1990, covering the whole of Iceland, using the hydrological model WASIM
and metrological data calculated by the Hydrological Service at the Icelandic Metrological
Office as an input for the runoff calculations. To continue the work on CODE without delays,
these data were initially extended to 1948-2008 using statistical analysis for each of the
watersheds runoff data by correlating the historical records of annual mean discharge of four
main rivers with the NCAR/NCEP time series of air temperature and precipitation. However,
as modelled daily data are thought to be the best estimation of total freshwater runoff,
continued work during the second year of the project focused on producing modelled daily
runoff data for the 1990-2006 time period using WASIM and meteorological data (to be
implemented in next phase of the project starting in 2010).
Model outputs from CODE were evaluated through comparisons with measurements of
freshwater thickness conducted in 1966 in Faxaflói. The simulation showed the import of
freshwater from areas south of Reykjanes into Faxaflói, however the modelled values
seemed to be slightly too high. It is expected that these values may change when CODE is
runned using the mean daily FW runoff values (planed for 2010). Simulations showed clearly
the rapid development of a freshwater pulses south of Reykjanes followed by drift of the
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plume along-shore, around Reykjanes, and into Faxaflói. The model runs indicated that this
mechanism was driven by wind fields instead of variability in freshwater runoff. Therefore, it
appears that the existence, structure and volume flux of the ICC depends on the build-up of
the near surface stratification as well as the sharpness of coastal density, whereas the drift
speed is more dependent on the wind stress.
Data on freshwater discharge were assembled for 18 rivers during 1955-2004. Generally, the
annual mean stream flow did not vary during this time period while the seasonal signal did
change following the construction of the dams in the 1970-1980s resulting for example in
higher and less variable winter runoff in Þjórsá. Annual variation in spring flood volumes and
frequency has also changed resulting in less discharge in Þjórsá however with higher spring
discharge in Markarfljót in recent times.
Results on dispersal of cod early life history stages showed that greatest density of eggs and
larvae were generally found in coastal waters in areas under influence of the coastal current.
However correlations between recruitment and river runoff did not always coincide with the
appearance of fresh water on the spawning sites in spring or during the time of hatching.
This however varied between species where the haddock displayed highest correlations
between fresh water discharge and recruitment; the cod appeared to be less dependent on
the fresh water with however some significant relationships during late spring and summer
months while the saithe did not appear to depend on fresh water runoff at all.
In conclusion, due to this project we now have for the first time a reliable state-of-the-art high
resolution ocean model that performs at high speed and describes the three dimensional flow
of water around Iceland. We have also produced data and modelling results describing the
discharge of freshwater all around the island and have started to explore the role of this
water runoff in terms of hydrodynamics and early survival of some of the most commercially
important species. During the next phase of the project we will be able to use these tools to
model the occurrence and stability of the density and thermal stratification as well as the
timing and duration of the spring bloom in areas of interest. Future results will therefore not
only augment our knowledge on factors affecting survival of cod but also the many other
species that depend on the interaction between land and ocean for the survival of their
offspring.
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2.

Introduction

2.1 State of the art
Á síðustu áratugum hafa allir þorskstofnar í norður Atlantshafinu orðið fyrir miklum
breytingum bæði vegna mikillar veiði og áhrifa breytilegs umhverfis. Þannig hefur stærð
flestra þorskstofna minnkað um 20-90% og dregið hefur úr nýliðun sem samsvarar 44-99%
(Schopka, 1994; Hutchings and Baum, 2005; Marteinsdóttir et al., 2005). Hvað varðar
nýliðun í íslenska þorskstofninum þá hefur hún sveiflast frá 60-400 milljónir 3ja ára þorska á
tímabilinu 1955-2005 (1. Mynd). Lækkunin frá miðbiki síðustu aldar fram til dagsins í dag er
aðeins 25% en það sem er verra er að nýliðun hefur verið léleg, um eða undir meðallagi, í
nær 20 ár. Þannig var fjöldi sterkra árganga mun tíðari á fyrri hluta þessa tímabils (19551975) samanborið við seinni hluta þess en segja má að síðan 1976 hafi aðeins tveir
árgangar (1983 og 1984) verið yfir meðallagi (1. mynd).

Nýliðun þorks við Ísland er tengd stærð og samsetningu hrygningarstofns (Marteinsdóttir and
Þórarinsson, 1998; Marteinsdóttir 2006). Þannig var sýnt fram á að sambandið á milli SSB
(lífmassa hrygningarstofns) og nýliðunar var marktækt (Chi-square, p < 0.001) og að með
því að taka einnig tillit til aldurssamsetningar stofnsins þá var hægt að skýra mun meira af
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Mynd 1. Stærð hrygningarstofns (rauð lína) og frávik frá meðaltali nýliðunar (fjölda 3ja ára)
þorsks á árunum 1955-2003 (Anon, 2007).
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Ef stofninn sjálfur (samsetning og stærð) skýrir 17-30% af breytileikanum í nýliðun þá er enn
mikill óskýrður breytileiki sem má m.a. rekja til áhrif umhverfis. Þannig er vitað að
umhverfisþættir skipta miklu máli í sambandi við góða afkomu lirfa og seiða þorsksins. Til
dæmis var marktækt samband á milli seiðavísitölu að hausti og magns rauðátu á
hrygningarsvæðunum við Suðurströndina að vori (Ástþórsson et al., 1994). Nýjar rannsóknir
hafa sýnt að þorsklirfurnar finnast í mestu magni í strandstraumnum SV og Vestur af landinu
(Jónasson et al., 2009) og marktækt samband er á milli styrkleika strandstraums og magns
seiða sem talin eru hafa komið frá hrygningarstöðvum við suður-, suðvestur- og
vesturströndina (Begg and Marteinsdóttir, 2002).

Töluverðar rannsóknir hafa farið fram á klak og hrygningarslóð (Stefánsson and Jónsdóttir,
1974; Þórðardóttir, 1976; Þórðardóttir and Stefánsson, 1977; Stefánsson and Guðmundsson
1978; Malmberg 1978 a,b; Friðgeirsson, 1979 a,b, 1982 a,b, 1984; Ólafsson, 1985;
Þórðardóttir, 1986) og benda sumar til þess að umhverfisþættir, þar á meðal
ferskvatnsrennsli hafi áhrif á klak og yfirlifun kviðpokaseiða.

Ljóst er að miklar breytingar hafa átt sér stað á framrennsli ferskvatns í tengslum við virkjanir
stóru fallvatnanna á suðurströndinni. Hvort sem að það er fyrir tilviljun eða eingöngu vegna
breytinga í stærð og samsetningu stofnsins þá vill svo til að nýliðun hefur ekki verið góð
síðan virkjunum var fjölgað í Þjórsá. Óljóst er hver áhrif virkjananna er á vistfræði
hrygningarsvæðanna og löngu tímabært að meta vistfræðileg tengsl ferskvatnsframrennslis
og hrygningar og klaks þorsksins.

Eitt megineinkenni Suðurstrandarinnar er að þar falla stórár til sjávar. Á strandlengjunni frá
Eyjafjöllum til Þorlákshafnar falla til sjávar vatnsföll af 17% vatnasviðs landsins en þau bera
að jafnaði 18% af öllu afrennslinu, rösklega 1000 m3/s. Rennslið er þó breytilegt frá ári til
árs og eftir árstíðum. Að jafnaði er það mest í vorleysingum og á sumrin en breytileikinn á
vorinn er mjög mikill.

Vegna þess hve Reykjanes er hraunum þakið og sprungið eru þar fátt um vatnsföll til sjávar á
yfirborði en ætla má að á strandlengjunni milli Þorlákshafnar og Hvaleyrar berist að jafnaði
70 m3/s af grunnvatni til hafs. Sum svæði eru virkari en önnur, t.d. Straumsvík og
Vatnsleysuströnd, en um suðurströnd nessins er minna vitað þó seltuathuganir við
Krísuvíkurbjarg hafi gefið til kynna að þar er ferskvatnsframburður . Á einu ári var
meðalseltan undir bjarginu 32.94 og hún spannaði gildi frá 23.50 að 35.14. Á láglendum
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hraunasvæðum skagans berst sjór inn undir ferskt grunnvatn og blandast því í mismiklum
mæli.

Mynd 2. Hrygningarsvæði þorks (svört) og rekleið eggja og lirfa þorsksins frá megin
hrygningarstöðvunum inn á uppeldissvæðin út af Vestfjörðum, Norðurlandi og Austurlandi
(Marteinsdóttir et al., 2000).

Megin hrygningarstöðvar þorsksins eru við Suðvesturströndina (2. Mynd) og gengur stærsti
þorskurinn alment inn til hrygningar við mynni Þjórsár- og Ölfusárósa sem og austar með
landinu þar sem m.a. Skaftá og Eldvatnið streyma til sjávar (Guðmundsdóttir et al., 1998;
Marteinsdóttir, 2006).

Ferskvatnsáhrifa gætir víðar en við árósana en seltan er að jafnaði lægri á stórum hluta
landgrunnsins vegna ferskvatnsrennslis af landinu. Jafnframt lækkun seltunar veldur
ferskvatnsíblöndun eðlismassa- og þrýstifallanda í strandsjónum en sá fallandi knýr
strandstraum réttsælis um landið. Blöndun, einkum vegna vinda en einnig vegna sjávarfalla
og strauma, eyðir smám saman eðlismassafallandanum og dregur þá úr styrk
strandstraumsins. Þar eð ferskvatnsrennsli er að jafnaði mest á sumrin sem og upphitun,
dregur það úr lóðréttri blöndun og strandsjórinn nær lengst út frá landinu seint á sumrin .

Hlýsjórinn sem kemur að landinu sunnanverðu berst vestur með því og norður og er
straumhraðinn talinn mestur nálægt landgrunnsbrúnum eða um 4 sjómílur að jafnaði. Inná
landgrunninu er straumstefnan einnig réttsælis um landið í aðalatriðum, en þar gætir einnig
mismikilla áhrifa ferskvatnsrennslis af landinu og sömuleiðis hefur botnlögun áhrif á
straumstefnu og breytilegir vindar hafa mikil áhrif á straumstyrk og stefnu (4. mynd).
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Mynd 3. Gervihnattarmynd frá október 2002 er sýnir strandsjó sem ber grugg og flæðir í aðalatriðum
samsíða suðurströndinni. Hvíta línan suður af Krísuvíkurbjargi sýnir snið þar sem allítarlegar
sjórannsóknir hafa verið unnar að vorlagi.

Annað almennt atriði sem áhrif hefur á straumstyrk á landgrunninu er sumarhlýnun sjávar
sem verður meiri á grunnslóð en utar á landgrunninu eða í úthafinu. Upphitun og/eða
seltulækkun veldur eðlismassa- og þrýstifallanda út frá landinu sem leiðir til straums sem
stefnir meðfram ströndinni eins og strandstraumurinn.

Auk hins almenna strandstraums umhverfis landið eru staðbundnir og sterkir straumar frá
ósasvæðum þar sem mikið rennsli er til sjávar. Svo háttar til grynnst á Selvogsbanka vegna
rennslis úr Ölfusá, Þjórsá, Rangánum og Markarfljóti. Ferskvatnsblandaður sjór leitar því
vestur með suðurströndinni í átt að Reykjanesi (3. mynd).

Ferskvatnsbúskapur

Árin 1966 og 1967 voru unnar ítarlegar sjórannsóknir á Faxaflóa (15 leiðöngrar; 24 stöðvar).
Á grundvelli seltumælinga, vatnamælinga og veðurathugana var lagt mat á
ferskvatnsbúskap flóans . Reiknað var heildarferskvatnsmagn í flóanum í hverri ferð. Það
reyndist æði mismikið þó mest væri það fyrrihluta sumars, eftir vorleysingar, svo sem vænta
mátti. Rennsli árvatns til Faxaflóa gat ekki skýrt þessar sveiflur, meira þurfti til, og
niðurstöður voru þessar:

1

Stór hluti þess ferskvatnsblandaða sjávar sem er á hverjum tíma í Faxaflóa er

aðfluttur, þ.e. hefur borist þangað fyrir Reykjanes af landgrunninu sunnan landsins.
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2

Vindar ráða miklu um magn og dreifingu ferskvatns í Faxaflóa, suðlægir vindar auka

magnið og halda því inni í flóanum en norðlægir vindar hafa gagnstæð áhrif með því að
draga úr flutningi inn á svæðið að sunnan og toga yfirborðslagið til hafs.

Áhrif ferskvatns á lagskiptingu yfirborðssjávar

Hvað varðar lagskiptingu sjávar, þá hefur verið metið hvort vegi þyngra á vorin til lækkunar
eðlismassa yfirborðslagsins (lagskiptingar), upphitun vegna inngeislunar sólar eða
seltulækkun vegna ferskvatns. Hér við land hefur komið fram að eðlismassabreytingar
vegna seltu, ferskvatns, voru í heild margfalt meiri, 2 – 5 sinnum, en eðlismassabreytingar af
völdum upphitunar . Í raun á sér stað samþætt þróun þar sem ferskvatn eykur lagskiptingu
sem dregur úr lóðréttri blöndun og vaxandi varmaorka sjávar við hækkandi sól, hækkar
hitastig meira í ferskvatnsblönduðum sjó en fjær landi þar sem orkuskipti milli lofts og sjávar
ná dýpra vegna veikrar lagskiptingar og upphitun á flatareiningu dreifist á meira rúmmál.

Fjölmargir þættir og samspil þeirra geta haft áhrif á það hvernig til tekst á fyrstu mánuðum í
lífsögu þorskfiska þegar afföll eru mikil og fjöldi einstaklinga í árganginum fær á sig mynd.
Stærð og aldurssamsetning hrygningarstofnsins vegur þar eflaust þungt en aðstæður í
umhverfinu gera það einnig. Umhverfisaðstæður geta t.d. snúist um það hvort hentug fæða
sé í boði þegar kviðpokastigi er að ljúka og lirfan verður að rekast á og innbyrða fæðuagnir
eða veslast upp. Þetta örlagaríka skeið er í brennidepli “match/mismatch” kenningarinnar um
að þá ráðist árgangstyrkurinn . Það er einnig talið skipta máli hvort straumar og blöndun flytji
lirfurnar til hentugra uppeldissvæða eða eitthvað annað. Afrán og samkeppni um fæðu kemur
einnig við sögu. Könnuð hefur verið tölfræðileg fylgni nýliðunar í þorskstofninum við stærð
hrygningarstofnsins og ýmsa umhverfisþætti í hafinu hér við land. Niðurstöðurnar eru þær að
auk stærðar hrygningarstofnsins skýri mælikvarði á ferskvatnsmagn í strandsjónum við
vesturland að vorlagi fremur en aðrir umhverfisþættir breytilega nýliðun . Þó aðeins um 30%
breytileika í nýliðun skýrist af þessum tveimur þáttum þá eru hér einföld vistfræðileg
orsakatengsl sem lýst hefur verið hér að framan. Í ferskvatnsblandaða strandsjónum eru
meiri líkur á heppilegu fæðuframboði en utar á landgrunninu og strandstraumurinn flytur egg
og lirfur í átt til uppeldisstöðva.

Afrennsli af Íslandi
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Afrennsli ferskvatns af landi er nauðsynlegt jaðarskilyrði fyrir haffræðilíkön auk þess sem það
nýtist við mat á þykkt og útbreiðslu ferskvatnslinsu. Afrennsli gefur líka upplýsingar um magn
efnaframburðar með ám. Ekki eru til mælingar á heildarafrennsli Íslands en það hefur verið
metið nokkrum sinnum í gegnum tíðina. Sigurjón Rist dró afrennsliskort af landinu á
vatnsársgrundvelli (september til ágúst árið eftir) fyrir árin 1948 til 1955 (Rist, 1956). Haukur
Tómasson endurbætti og uppfærði síðan afrennsliskort Sigurjóns fyrir árin 1950 til 1975.
Haukur notaðist við nýjar rennslismælingar og jarðfræðikort við mat sitt (Tómasson, 1981,
1982). Árið 2004 mat Gunnar Orri Gröndal einnig afrennsli landsins 1971 til 2000 út frá
rennslisgögnum frá 30 mælistöðvum og flatarmáli vatnasviða (Gröndal, 2004). Á árunum
2003 til 2007 var síðan lagt í mikla líkanreikninga á afrennsli alls landsins. Þetta verkefni var
hluti af samnorræna Climate and Energy verkefninu (CE) en það miðar að því að meta áhrif
loftslagsbreytinga á endurnýjanlega orkugjafa. Afrennsli Íslands var reiknað fyrir árabilið 1961
til 1990 auk þess sem afrennslisspá var gerð fyrir árabilið 2071 til 2100 þar sem tillit er tekið
til veðurfarssviðsmynda (Jónsdóttir, 2007).

Meðalafrennsli landsins fyrir árabilið 1961 til 1990 er 1460 mm/ári eða 4800m3/s. Afrennslið
er reiknað með svissneska vatnafræðilíkaninu WASIM en það er reitskipt líkan sem reiknar
afrennsli á 1x1 km neti út frá veðurgögnum og upplýsingum um landeiginleika. Veðurgögnin
sem voru notuð við þessar keyrslur eru fengin úr reikningum með MM5 líkani Reiknistofu í
Veðurfræði en það gefur mun betra mat á úrkomu heldur en mælingar því þær eru aðeins
framkvæmdar á fáum og dreifðum stöðvum. Auk þess er mikið tap í hefðbundnum
úrkomummælingum og stór hluti úrkomu mælist ekki í þeim (Rögnvaldsson, et al., 2007).

Lokaniðurstöður afrennslisreikningana fyrir árabilið 1960 til 1990 eru settar fram sem
meðaltalskort af afrennsli fyrir allt tímabilið. Til að fá fram sveiflum á milli ára og innan ársins
þarf að notast við önnur gögn. Sem hliðarafurðir við gerð afrennsliskortanna voru búnar til 84
tímaraðir fyrir afmörkuð svæði á landinu sem samtals þekja allt Ísland. Svæðin afmarkast af
skiptingu landsins eftir vatnafarslegum eiginleikum (Sigurðsson, et al., 2006). Þessar
tímaraðir eru í daglegri upplausn og gefa því t.d. góða mynd af því hvenær ferskvatnstoppur
vegna vorflóða kemur niður að strönd.

2.2 Collaboration
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This study has been performed in 2008-2009 by scientists at University of Iceland and the
Icelandic Meterolgoical Office.
Árni Snorrason, forstöðumaður, IMO
Bergur Einarsson, sérfræðingur, IMO
Guðrún Marteinsdóttir Prófessor, HÍ (Project coordinator)
Jón Ólafsson Prófessor, HÍ, HAFRÓ
Jónas Páll Jónasson, PhD nemi, HÍ
Jórunn Harðardóttir, IMO
Kai Logemann, Hafeðlisfræðingur, HÍ
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3.

Hydrodynamic model developments

The first version of CODE was initially developed in 2002-2007 during an EU project entitled
METACOD and a project granted by RANNÍS, “Áhrif strauma og umhverfis á nýliðun þorsks
og annarra nytjafiska”. This was a very large task with a final product that represented the
first three dimensional ocean model for Icelandic waters.

In 2008, at the initiation of this project, CODE still used a rather inflexible algorithm of
adaptive mesh refinement which enabled a high resolution only within a limited number of
pre-defined geographical areas. Although the source code was highly vectorised the model
showed only a medium performance on the Intel quad core computer provided by the
University of Iceland which requires effective parallelisation in order to reach its full potential.
Caused by limitations of the numerical schemes for the computation of advection and
diffusion, time steps larger than 300 sec led to numerical instabilities. Hence, the computing
time for multi-annual, high resolution (1 km horizontal) simulations of the entire coastal region
around Iceland still was unfeasibly long (around one month for the simulation of one year).
Finally, the Icelandic river runoff data used by the model was still rather sparse, consisted of
climatologic seasonal mean values of 11 rivers.

First, the algorithm of adaptive mesh refinement was upgraded. Now, the mesh refinement
can follow amorphous structures like coastlines, hence minimizes the required number of
grid cells (i.e. computational effort) for a given resolution. Thereafter, the model’s source
code was transcribed into an OpenMP parallelised form. This enables the parallel
computation by several cores of a computer with a load between 95 and 98%. However, the
biggest step of development has been the transformation of numerical schemes in order to
extend the tolerance for longer time steps. Finally, the time step could be extended to 1200
sec. All these measures led to a drastically increased computational speed (1.5 days for the
simulation of one year) combined with an even better performance regarding the resolution
of hydrographic structures, using a more intelligent way of mesh refinement.
Initially, during the first year of this project, CODE’s Icelandic river runoff data was extended
to monthly discharge estimates of 58 rivers covering the period 1948 to 2008. This data set is
based on the output of the hydrological model of the Hydrological Service covering the period
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1962 to 1990 (see below). Using a statistical analysis for each of the 46 watersheds and 58
rivers, the runoff data data set was extended back to 1948 and ahead to 2008 using
correlations with historical records of annual mean discharge of four rivers (Ölfusá 19502002, Þjorsá 1947-2002, Jökulsá á Fjöllum 1940-1991, Lagarfljót 1949-2002) and with the
NCAR/NCEP time series of air temperature and precipitation (1948-2008).

In the first year of the project runoff data were produced for the period 1961 to 1990 by using
existing data from the hydrological model WASIM. The WASIM hydrological model is a fully
distributed catchment model using physically based algorithms and parameters for the
description of hydrological processes (Jasper et al., 2002; Jasper and Kaufmann, 2003).
Metrological data calculated by the Institute of Metrological Research were used as input for
the runoff calculation. Precipitation and other metrological parameters were calculated on an
8x8 km grid using the PSU/NCAR MM5 numerical weather prediction model (Rögnvaldsson
et al., 2004). As modeled metrological data are only available for years after 1961 this is a
limit on how far back in time runoff can be modeled by this methodology. Modeling of
groundwater flow is omitted in these calculations because of the generally complex
groundwater situation in Iceland and sparse data. This does not affect groundwater flow that
emerges as surface springs before it is routed to the ocean but groundwater flow that is
released outside of the coastline is not accounted for.

The resulting data are daily runoff values for 46 watersheds covering the whole of Iceland.
This division of Iceland into 46 watersheds is built on a standard watershed used formerly at
the Hydrological service. For the freshwater input into CODE, 58 river mouths were used to
represent the freshwater input into the ocean as it is more concentrated to the main rivers
than a diffused flux over the whole coastline. Where two or more river mouths were within the
same of the 46 watersheds the runoff was divided equally except where clear difference in
mean discharge is known.

As modeled daily data are by far the best estimation of total freshwater runoff from Iceland
compared to other methods available now, it was decided in the second year of the project to
prolong the runoff series for the coastline of Iceland by modeling, but not by statistical
correlation to existing measured runoff series as the initial plan was. Runoff from the whole
area of Iceland was therefore modeled for the period 1990-2006 in 2009 using WASIM and
the above mentioned meterological data.

This task was however not completed until autumn 2009 due to unexpected large delays in
other projects related to hydrological modeling. At that time, a complete run of CODE using
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mean values of FW discard for the years 1948-2008 had been completed and a work on a
scientific paper describing the hydrodynamic variation in Icelandic waters during this time
period was underway. As a new run of CODE would take 3-4 months and as the ongoing
manuscript dealt with oceanographic variation outside the area influenced by freshwater
runoff, it was decided to first complete this paper and therefore delay the next run of CODE
that would include daily values of FW runoff until next year.

3.1 General description of CODE

The numerical ocean model CODE (Cartesian coordinates Ocean model with threeDimensional adaptive mesh refinement and primitive Equations) (Logemann, 2007)
computes the ocean’s current field, its temperature, salinity and the sea surface elevation.
The physical basis for this computation are the so called “Primitive Equations” (hydrostatic
version of the Navier-Stokes equations) combined with the equations describing the
conservation of mass and heat together with the sea water’s equation of state (the water
density as a function of temperature, salinity and pressure). These equations are numerically
solved by using the technique of finite differences, i.e. the ocean is divided into cubes of finite
size, and for each of these boxes the spatial average of the above mentioned parameters is
computed. This spatial discretisation is performed by using the staggered Arakawa-C-grid
(Mesinger and Arakawa 1976). The equations’ numerical equivalents are formulated centred
in space and forward in time. Exceptions are the sea surface elevation (barotropic pressure)
and the terms of vertical diffusion which are treated implicitly. The terms of advection are
also computed centred in space and forward in time. However, to keep the model
numerically stable and to avoid numerical diffusion a flux limiter function (van Leer, 1979) is
used, which ensures the abidance of the total variation diminishing (TVD) condition.

CODE uses the technique of adaptive mesh refinement. I.e. the size of the cube, resolving
the ocean, can be varied within the same computational mesh (Fig. 4). This way the model’s
spatial resolution can be adapted to the demands of nature.
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Figure 4. Schematic process of adaptive grid refinement, following the algorithm of Khokhlov (1998).
The large cube on the left side (adaption level 0) is split into 8 “children” of adaption level 1. Hence the
model equation are no longer solved on the “parents cell”. However, the “parents cell” is not removed
from the computer’s memory. It is obtaining the average properties of its children at each time step
instead.

3.1 Application of CODE to Icelandic waters

In order to simulate the hydrodynamics of Icelandic waters a three-dimension computational
mesh is formed which, based on the GEBCO 2003 topography (BODC, 2003), represents
the whole North Atlantic. This way, using cubes of 128 km horizontal and 160 m vertical
extent, the basin-scale dynamics are included. However, to resolve the smaller scale
processes in Icelandic coastal waters much smaller cubes are necessary. Therefore their
size is here decreased to 1 km horizontal and up to 2.5 m vertical (Fig. 5).

The very high vertical resolution of 2.5 m is restricted to the near-surface ocean because at
this place momentum (wind stress), freshwater and heat fluxes (precipitation, evaporation,
latent and sensible heat fluxes, long and short wave radiation) can cause large vertical
gradients of velocity, temperature and salinity, and hence density. Around Iceland the
freshwater release of numerous rivers is a further important process of forming the ocean’s
upper layers stratification, with consequences to the coastal current field and to the ocean’s
primary production as well.

To simulate this, the model uses estimates of the monthly mean freshwater runoff along the
Icelandic coast line. This data set is based on simulations of the hydrological model of the
Hydrological service. This way the model contains the discharge of 58 Icelandic rivers (Fig.
6). Further modules of CODE are the computation of thermodynamic and momentum fluxes
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at the sea surface based on atmospheric data (air temperature, wind speed, wind direction,
humidity precipitation and cloudiness from NCEP/NCAR data (Kalnay et al., 1996)), whereas
the thermodynamics of sea ice production and melting, and the dynamics of sea ice drift are
included, using the Hibler-type sea ice model (Hibler, 1979). Tides are included using the
functions of tidal potential given by Apel (1987). The simulated temperature and salinity fields
north of 70°N and south of 50°N are corrected towards climatologic values given by the PHC
data set (Steele at al., 2001), using a 100 days Newtonian relaxation scheme.

Figure 5. The adaptively refined computational mesh of the model. The basic grid spacing is 128 km.
This is locally refined leading to a grid spacing of 1 km around Iceland. Left: The model domain
covering the entire North Atlantic. Right: The highly resolving mesh around Iceland
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Figure 6. The location and mean discharge of rivers included within the simulation.

3.2 Model developments during 2008-2009
During 2008 various algorithms and model settings were tested, i.e. their effects on the
simulation were evaluated by a) comparing the simulation with observations (temperature,
salinity and drift measurements from MRI), b) determining numerical precision and stability
and c) determining the computational costs. This evolution leaded to the following
improvements:


Higher accuracy of mass and heat conservation at transition zones of different spatial
resolution



High computational speed (1.5 days for the simulation of one year) caused by the
tolerance of the large time step of 20 minutes, by parallelisation with OpenMP
(spread over 4 processors) and by the usage of adaptively refined time steps



Better resolution of inter-annual to decadal variability caused by the reduction of
temperature and salinity restoring towards climatologic means (100 days Newtionian
scheme instead of a 30 days Newtonian scheme).



Implementation of high resolution river run-off data provided by the Hydrological
Service
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3.3 CODE test runs
A first basic test of the model is the so called “spin-up period” which comprises the simulation
of around 10 years. Here, the model is forced repeatedly with the atmospheric fields of the
year 1948. This year is chosen because it is the first year of the used atmospheric data set
(NCEP/NCAR re-analysis) and forms the starting point of multi-decadal simulations. Beside
checks for of numerical stability, the model’s drift towards unrealistic solutions can be
determined and analyzed. Recent results show a first-order cyclo-stationary state of the
model, with, compared with climatologic data, realistic temperature, salinity and flow fields
(Fig. 7).

Figure 7. The simulated salinity at the depth of 15 m (left column), temperature at the depth of 15 m
(mid column) and sea ice thickness (right column). The first row shows winter fields (15. February), the
second row summer fields (15. August) of the year 1948.

3.4 Evaluation of the model
After the successful spin-up of the model the year 1966 was simulated. This year was
chosen because detailed measurements of freshwater thickness in Faxaflói were made at
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that time (Stefánsson and Guðmundsson, 1978). The freshwater thickness h is defined as
the vertical integral

S S

h 0
dz
S
0
over the entire water column, whereas S denotes the salinity and S0 = 35 psu the reference
salinity of sea water not containing any freshwater. The figures 8 to 11 compare the
observed with the simulated freshwater thickness. The modeled values seem to be slightly
too high. The reason for this could be a) an over-estimated river runoff or b) an underestimated ocean mixing which acts as an offshore transport of freshwater. The mixing could
be under-estimated because tides were excluded from this simulation. However, in
accordance with the observations, the modeled values lay between 0 and 1 m at large parts
of Faxaflói. And considering the coarse resolution of the station grid (e.g. Fig. 8 left side) it
cannot be excluded that local maxima and smaller scale structures, like the freshwater
tongue south of Snæfellsnes in Figure 10 and 11, were simply overseen in 1966.
Confirming the major finding of Stefánsson and Guðmundsson (1978) the simulation shows
the import of freshwater from areas south of Reykjanes into Faxaflói (Fig. 11). This flow of
freshwater clockwise around Reykjanes appears episodically, in form of pulses not longer
lasting than a few days. At this stage, it is not clear which mechanism is responsible for this.
Figure 12. shows the simulated development of a freshwater pulse south of Reykjanes.
Within only 48 hours the near-shore freshwater thickness increases drastically. Afterwards
the newly created freshwater plume starts to drift along-shore, around Reykjanes, and finally
into Faxaflói. What causes this sudden development? The variability of river runoff cannot be
the reason of the fast and drastic increase of freshwater thickness because the runoff data is
prescribed to the model in the form of monthly means. In accordance with Stefánsson and
Guðmundsson (1978) the simulations points to a crucial role of the wind field. Figure 13
shows that at the begin the low saline near surface water is spread far offshore. Then a
southerly breeze sets in and pushes this water towards the coast where it is accumulated.
Afterwards the freshwater is transported westward by a strong coastal current which is 10 to
15 km broad with velocities up to 1 m/s (Fig. 14).
Figure 15. shows the simulated river water thickness around Iceland, i.e. the part of the
freshwater thickness which is solely caused by river runoff and not by mixing with Polar or
Arctic Water. The comparison with Figure 16. (freshwater thickness) shows that the rivers
form the freshwater’s major part south and south-west of Iceland. However, in the north and
north-east, the oceanic freshwater flux clearly dominates.
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Figure 8. Observed (left) and simulated (right) freshwater thickness of Faxaflói at 7.-9. February 1966.

Figure 9. Observed (left) and simulated (right) freshwater thickness of Faxaflói at 3.-5. March 1966.
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Figure 10. Observed (left) and simulated (right) freshwater thickness of Faxaflói at 28.-30. March
1966.

Figure 11. Observed (left) and simulated (right) freshwater thickness of Faxaflói at 13.-15. April 1966.
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Figure 12. Simulated freshwater thickness south of Reykjanes for the period 4. to 13. April 1966.
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Figure 13. Simulated salinity at the depth of 15 m south of Reykjanes for the period 4. to 13. April
1966.
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Figure 14. Simulated flow field at the depth of 15 m south of Reykjanes for the period 4. to 13. April
1966.
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Figure 15. Simulated river water thickness, mean of November 1984.

Figure 16. Simulated freshwater thickness, mean of November 1984.
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4.

Effects of freshwatter runoff and currents on cod recruitment

4.1 Position of spawning grounds in relation to spatial coverage of freshwater
influence.
Atlas of spawning sites has been created for cod (Fig 17). Most spawning sites are clearly
under strong influence by freshwater runoff (Figs 15 and 17).

Figure 17. Location of gill nets (a)) and trawls (b) during 1992-2003. Each dot represents a
location where cod was > 60% of the catch and gill nets or trawls were applied at least three
times during a single spawning season (March-May). (c) Location of gill nets and samples of
cod (green rings). Samples of spawning cod are identified with a blue x, (d) atlas showing all
spawning sites of cod in Icelandic waters.

4.2 Inter and intra annual variation in freshwater runoff
4.2.1 Temporal variation in freshwater runoof based on measured values since 1947
Data series:
Long time series of discharge are available for a number of rivers around Iceland. These
series of discharge have different origin, some are based on measurements of the
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Hydrological Service while other are modeled, either by the Hydrological Service using the
HBV model or by Vatnaskil using the AQUA model. These data are not to be considered for
evaluation of total runoff to the ocean but can be used to analyze variability and trends in
seasonal variation by examine: the mean seasonal variation in discharge for different
periods, the deviation of individual years from decadal means and comparing means
between decades. This data along with data on cod recruitment may give evidence of the
effects of variable freshwater inflows and to what factors further research should be directed.
Table 1. Location of long time series of discharge used for statistical analysis
River and measurement site

X location of

Y location of

measurement site

measurement site

[ISNET 93 m]

[ISNET 93 m]

Laxá, Aðaldal; Birningsstaðasog

579008

587087

Lagarfljót at Lagarfoss

714376

564262

Héraðsvötn at Villinganes

below the confluence of eystri
and vestari Jökulsá

Skjálfandafljót. Goðafoss

566894

577230

Hólmsá, Skaftártungu; Framgil

513819

355221

Markarfljót, Emstrubrú

478665

364272

Jökulsá á Fjöllum by
Upptyppinga

631500

509450

Kreppa

634226

508435

Skaftá við Skaftárdal, modeled
discharge

524995

365541

Ölfusá; Selfoss

401601

383164

Jökulsá á Dal; Hjarðarhagi

688373

545084

Hvalá, Rjúkandi

369086

611983

Sandá, Þistilfirði; Flögubrú

653121

637677

Hverfisfljót

562086

377854

Djúpá

566264

383448

Vatnsdalsá

309579

571758

Fjarðará, Skötufirði

323955

602457

Þjórsá, Urriðafoss, regulated
discharge

419807

382057
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The discharge time series used for this work are given in Table 1. The IMO provided basic
statistical data for these time series and daily discharge values for each river. Variables that
were given for each river are monthly and weekly total runoff along with number of peaks
over threshold for 11 days and 5 days running averages. IMO also provided, for each river, a
comparison of the seasonal variation of each year to the mean seasonal variation.
Temporal variation in freshwater runoff:
Among the three main rivers affecting the SW spawning sties, annual mean streamflow has
not shown any declining or increasing trends during the last 60 years (Fig. 18).

Figure 18. Annual mean stream flow from top to bottom: Ölfusá, Þjórsá and Markarfljót

However, seasonal signals in river runoff have changed during this time period. When
comparing a two time periods 1951 – 1970 and 1981 – 2000 (Fig. 19 and Table 2) it is
apparent that in Þjórsá: winter runoff has declined (p<0.001) and spring runoff is also
marginally lower during the second period; in Ölfusá: both fall and winter runoff had declined
from the first to the second time period (p<0.03) and in Markarfljót: spring and summer runoff
had increased (p<0.05) while summer and fall runoff had decreased (p<0.001).

3
Table 2. River volume flux (hm ) for Þjórsá, Ölfusá and Markarfljót during 1951 - 1971 and 1981 –
2000. T – test comparison between periods is given.
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Þjórsá
Jan – Mar
April – June
July – Sept
Oct – Dec
Ölfusá
Jan – Mar
April – June
July – Sept
Oct – Dec
Markarfljót
Jan – Mar
April – June
July – Sept
Oct – Dec

1951 – 1970
mean
598.8
1133.8
1100.7
720.8

sd
127.6
147.3
136.7
756.3

1981 – 2000
mean
752.3
1046.5
1082.4
116.3

sd
70.3
129.8
134.7
70.1

t – test
p value
< 0.001
= 0.054
= 0.673
= 0.252

1042.1
1070.4
960.4
1030

206.9
118.5
160.3
204.5

910.7
1081.6
977.4
886.5

160
143.8
128.8
122.9

=
=
=
=

65
117.5
141.6
88.1

11.4
16.9
20.8
14

54.1
127.5
158.3
74.8

8.5
14
18.7
8.14

= 0.001
= 0.049
= 0.011
< 0.001

0.031
0.790
0.713
0.011

Interannual variation in runoff can also vary greatly between years (Fig. 20). Here we look at
three years 1950, 1984 and 2001. The year 1950 is a typical year before alteration due to
damming with lower than climatological mean winter values and rather high summer runoff
values with several peak flooding in May – July. The year 1984 and 2001 where chosen to
represent a strong cod year class year (1984) and a weak cod year class year (2001). Both
years had relatively high winter runoff values while summer runoff differed greatly. In 1984
the summer runoff exceeded the climatological mean and was characterized by a strong
peak in June. In contrast, during the summer of 2001, the runoff never exceeded the
climatological mean.
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Figure 19. Mean monthly runoff volume during 1950-2004 for (from top to bottom) Ölfusá, Þjórsá and
Markarfljót
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Figure 20. Hydrograph of the river Þjórsá between January - December 1950, 1984 and 2001. Q is
the daily runoff, Q – 5D is the average 5 day runoff, Q – 11D is the average 11 day runoff and Qclim
is the climatological runoff.

4.2.2. Modeling of freshwater runoff for 1990-2006
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In 2009 total freshwater runoff was modeled for the period 1990–2006. The initial plan was to
use the formerly calculated runoff of the period 1961–1990 along with discharge series for
representative rivers with long measurement period to find statistical correlation that could be
used to extend the calculated model series back to 1948 and ahead to 2008. This would be a
continuation of the methodology used before when annual discharge of Ölfusá, Þjórsá,
Jökulsá á Fjöllum and Lagarfljót was used to prolong modeled discharge series. The plan
was however to use a greater number of rivers and wider range of river types: direct runoff
rivers, spring fed rivers and glacial originated rivers. But as modeled discharge series are by
far the best estimate of runoff for ungauged areas this plan was abandoned and the runoff
was modeled for the period 1990-2006 as mentioned above. This approach will exclude
runoff production for the period 1950–1960 but as oceanographic measurements are sparse
for this period this is acceptable. The methodology used in the modeling, was the same as
had been used in 2008 to calculate the freshwater runoff for the period 1961–1990 (see
chapter 3). Daily runoff is calculated for areas with similar hydrological properties but these
areas have the same parameterization in the hydrological modeling (Jónsdóttir, 2008). This
division is based on a division of Iceland by hydrological properties on a catchment scale
(Sigurðsson, et al., 2006). This division does not coincide with division of the country into
watersheds and therefore is a remapping using GIS tools needed to extract river runoff for
each watershed. The division of Iceland into watersheds is based on a partition of the whole
country into 46 areas which represent the watersheds of major rivers or bay and fjord the
runoff eventuate in (Rist, 1956). The final result is therefore time series of daily discharge for
each of these 46 main watersheds.
4.2.3. Simulated impact of freshwater runoff on the coastal current and the ocean
dynamic

After the completion of the new version of CODE and its application to Icelandic waters a first
multi-decadal run (RUN01) covering the period 1948 to 2008 was accomplished. 1.4 TB of
compressed binary output data describing the ocean’s flow field, the sea surface elevation,
turbulent exchange, temperature, salinity, sea ice thickness, ice drift, ice coverage and the
heat and freshwater fluxes through the sea surface with a temporal resolution of three hours
were stored to disk. A web site was set up which graphs the model output
(www.marice.is/code). Here, the visitor can select the physical property, its temporal and
depth range to obtain the according chart of Icelandic waters
(http://www.marice.is/code/code_output07.html ). The web site also contains animations
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and a detailed physical, mathematical and technical model description
(http://www.marice.is/code/).

Regarding the freshwater thickness of Icelandic waters the model shows a strong interannual variability. Figure 21 compares the summer fields of six years and the according
discharge of river Þjorsá. Large differences were simulated, especially at the south and
south-west region. However, this seems not to be correlated with the river discharge. This is
not so surprising regarding the wind field’s important role in forming coastal salinity
anomalies which was discussed in chapter 3.4.

Figure 21 also shows the huge freshwater signal moving southwards along the EastGreenlandic coast and eastward along the North-Icelandic coast. This freshwater is part of
the low saline polar and arctic water masses carried south- and eastward by the East
Greenland and the East Icelandic Current. Only close to the Icelandic coast the freshwater
originating from Icelandic rivers, herein after called “river water”, becomes significant.
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Figure 21. Mean August freshwater thickness for years with a strong freshwater signal (1968, 1977
and 1985, left column) and for weak years (1955, 1969, 2001, right column). The bold number printed
in the middle of each graph shows the according mean August discharge of river Þjorsá in m 3 s-1.

In order to determine the river water’s impact on the coastal freshwater thickness and
dynamic a set of sensitivity experiments were carried out. The year 1984 was simulated
repeatedly, each time with a different runoff setting. In experiment 1 the whole Icelandic river
runoff was set to zero. Figure 22 shows how the coastal salinity increased and how it
reached pure oceanic values after a few months. The difference between the reference run
(the original simulation) and these new freshwater thickness fields gives an estimation of the
river water thickness around Iceland. This is shown in figure 15 for November 1984.
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Maximum values above 1.5 m are reached along the south and south-west coast. The
comparison of total freshwater amounts shows that, in November 1984, 61% of the
freshwater in Faxaflói bay was river water. There are two reasons explaining this southern,
south-western maximum: Firstly, there is a high river discharge in this area (see Fig. 6),
mainly caused by the rivers Ölfusá, Þjorsá and Skeiðará. In addition, along these coastal
sections there are no strong ocean currents further offshore, which would weaken the river
water signature by advection and diffusion.

Figure 22. Simulated freshwater thickness for February, June and November 1984. The first row
show the results of the reference run. The second row show the results of Experiment 1 (no runoff).

This is not the case within Denmark Strait and along the northern coast where parts of the
river water are entrained into the North Icelandic Irminger Current. The ocean’s dynamic
response to the river water can be estimated by the difference of the flow field with respect to
the reference run. Again the effect of the river water is most pronounced along the southern
and south-western coast, where the river water induced (baroclinic) component accounts for
up to 66% of the flow (Fig. 23). If we define the Icelandic Coastal Current (ICC) as being
driven by freshwater related density gradients then figure 23c is giving us the first detailed
image of this current.
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Figure 23. The simulated mean November 1984 flow field at the depth of 15 m. a) The reference
run. b) Experiment 1 (no runoff). c) The difference (reference run – experiment 1), i.e. the ocean’s
dynamic response to the river water.

In order to determine the sensitivity of the ICC to the amount of the river water we doubled
the runoff in experiment 2. The simulation shows a broadened ICC with a higher volume flux
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but with nearly unchanged core velocities (Fig. 24). Obviously there is no linear dependence
between the coastal drift speed and the amount of river water. By building up a near surface
stratification the river water is responsible for the existence of the ICC and its structure and
volume flux, whereas the drift speed is more dependent on the wind stress. The important
role of the wind stress was already demonstrated in chapter 3.4.

Figure 24. The ocean’s dynamic response to a doubled runoff. The flow field difference between
experiment 2 and the reference run, mean November 1984 flow field at the depth of 15 m.

To examine the importance of smaller coastal sections’ runoff, we deactivated the model
rivers only locally within the experiments 3 to 7 (Fig. 25). In experiment 3 mainly the river
Ölfusá was removed, in experiment 4 mainly Þjorsá. Smaller amounts of discharge were
removed in experiment 5 (Þverá) and 6 (Markarfljót, Jökulsá, Kúðafljót). Finally, in
experiment 7 the intense runoff over the broad outwash plain of Skeiðará, south of the
Vatnajökull was removed. Again, differences regarding the reference run were computed in
order to estimate the impact of the coastal sections’ runoff in detail.

Figure 25. The position of model river mouths (red dots). The mean discharge of 1984 of selected
coastal sections with deactivated runoff within experiments 3 to 7.

First of all the important role of the wind stress was approved again. Depending on the wind
field we see, during April 1984, the river water of Ölfusá and Þjorsá spreading westward
around Reykjanes into Faxafói bay whereas the river water east of Markarfljót is spreading
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eastward. However during November 1984 we see a strong westward spreading all over the
southern coast, leading to a well pronounced tongue of Skeiðará runoff along the south-west
and west of Iceland. The Skeiðará runoff even forms the dominant river water source at the
outer Faxaflói, whereas the Þjorsá runoff just dominates the inner parts of the bay (Fig. 26).
The Skeiðará water being accumulated by onshore wind and finally transported to the west in
the form of a massive pulse is causing a strong dynamic signature (Fig. 27).

Figure 26. Freshwater thickness reduction caused by runoff deactivation of different coastal sections.

On the other hand, this massive pulse also seems to be related to the maximum of Skeiðará
discharge three months before during August 1984 (Fig. 28), and the dynamic impact of
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Þjórsá also shows a less intense maximum during October 1984 four months after the Þjórsá
discharge maximum during June 1984. In order to analyse the relation between runoff
variability and the variability of the ICC volume flux we defined a 70 km section west of
Reykjanes peninsula (Fig. 27) and extracted time series of monthly northward volume flux
and salinity for the uppermost 50 m along this section covering the period 1948 to 2008.
These were compared with the time series of mean monthly runoff of the coastal section
between rivers Ölfusá and Skeiðará (Fig. 29). The correlation of anomalies, i.e. deviations
from the mean seasonal signal, between the ICC volume flux and its salinity is –0.304. I.e.
around 9% of the ICC variance can be explained by its freshwater content. The correlation
between salinity anomalies along the section and runoff anomalies is –0.256 with an offset of
–4 months. I.e. runoff anomalies, 4 months back in time, explain around 7% of the salinity
variance along the section. Finally, the correlation between the ICC volume flux anomalies
and runoff anomalies is 0.121, again with an offset of –4 months, i.e. only 1.5% of the ICC
volume flux variance can be explained by runoff anomalies.

Figure 27. The dynamic impact of river Þjorsá (exp4, first row) and river Skeiðará (exp7, second row)
during April 1984 (first column) and November 1984 (second column). The red line at the lower left
graphic shows the section used for the statistical ICC analysis (figures 30 to 31 )

This is a surprising low number considering the freshwater’s great importance for the ICC
dynamic. However, it illustrates again the role of the wind field in accumulating the freshwater
close to the shore or spreading it seawards, in enforcing the ICC or braking it. Or, in other
words: The ICC depends on the sharpness of coastal density front and not on the amount of
coastal freshwater. Taking this into account we would expect to see a higher correlation
between the ICC and the runoff after removing the shorter mainly wind induced periods. And
indeed, after removing periods shorter than three years from both time series the correlation
increases to 0.278 with an offset of -13 months. Figure 30 shows the according cross
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spectrum which indicates that the correlation is mainly based on periods longer than 6
months. Finally figure 31 displays both low-pass filtered time series which show some
similarities, e.g. the decrease during the 1960s and the sharp increase during the early
1970s. It should be stated that the correlation coefficients presented here are a measure of
the linear dependency between two properties. However, the physical processes connecting
the runoff with the dynamic of the ICC may also contain strong non-linear components.

Figure 28. Monthly discharge values of the year 1984 for river Þjórsá (green) and Skeiðará (red).
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Figure 29. Time series of simulated a) volume flux, b) salinity along the section show in figure 28 for
the uppermost 50 m. c) Time series of runoff of the coastal section between rivers Ölfusá and
Skeiðará. The red curves show 3 years low-pass filtered data.
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Figure 30. Cross spectrum of correlation between the ICC volume transport west of Reykjanes and
the runoff of the coastal section between rivers Ölfusá and Skeiðará.

Figure 31.Low-pass filtered time series (cut-off period 3 years) of the ICC volume transport west of
Reykjanes (red) and the runoff of the coastal section between rivers Ölfusá and Skeiðará (green).
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4.3 Effects of freshwater runoff on recruitment of gadoid fishes
4.3.1 Drift of cod eggs and larvae from the main spawning grounds
A particle tracking model that uses the flow vectors of CODE has been constructed. The
model simulates the flow of particles allowing the particles to grow and change buoyancy
identical to changes that occur during development of cod eggs and larvae. For example in
the present runs, eggs are distributed at 5m depth while cod larvae have attained 35 m at the
age of 100 days. An example of the model runs is shown in Fig. 32, where areas of cod larval
origin (spawning areas) were identified with back tracking from known areas of larval
distribution in June 2000.

Figure 32. Back tracking of cod larvae from the location of capture to the most likely area of
origin. Left: Abundance (numbers / 1000 m3) and distribution of 10 mm cod larvae as observed
during a larval cruise condected in June 2000. Shown are location of stations (black dots) and
200 m depth contour. Right: Distribution of spawning areas (areas of larval origin) based on back
tracking. Known spawning areas are outlined in blue.

A demonstrate of the effects of environmental factors on the distribution of eggs and larvae
along the drift route SW and West of the country during 1998-2001 has been completed and
published (appendix 1). Relative abundance of larvae was generally greatest in temperature
higher than 7.5 °C and salinity below 34.5 (in coastal waters; Fig. 33). Growth rate increased
with increased temperatures and peaked at larval size of 9 mm, just prior to metamorphosis.
In general, the study demonstrated the importance of the coastal currents as a retention and
transport mechanism for eggs and larvae and provides evidence for its inuence on the
recruitment variability in the Icelandic cod stock
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Figure 33. Geographical distribution of the standardized abundance of 10 mm
larvae (numbers / 1000 m3) and salinity at 10 m, during 1998-1999. Survey
stations are marked with dots.
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4.3.2 Correlations between freshwater runoff and recruitment of gadoid fishes
Freshwater runoff:
Information on weekly runoff was available for a total of 15 rivers all around the country
(Table 3). Mean volume flux differed substantially between rivers with the largest volume
originating from the rivers Þjórsá and Ölfusá located on the SW coast of Iceland.
Table 3. River volume flux including mean, minimum and maximum river runoff during the

second half of last century.
River

Years

Þjórsá
Ölfusá
Markarfjót
Vatnsdalsá
Fjarðará Skötufirði
Hvalá
Héraðsvötn
Laxá Aðaldal
Skjálfandafljót
Lagarfljót
Jökulsá á Fjöllum
Jökulsá á Dal
Hólmsá
Hverfisfljót
Djúpá

1950-2005
1950-2007
1950-2001
1962-2001
1962-2001
1951-2001
1950-2001
1950-1994
1951-2001
1950-2005
1951-2001
1951-2001
1950-2002
1951-2001
1951-2002

Mean runoff Min. runoff
vol. hm3
vol. hm3
210.1
62.8
231.7
107.5
23.97
7.77
5.1
0.7
3.8
0.4
3.5
0.1
41.0
16.1
25.8
13.3
50.5
25.5
71.7
0.0
48.2
18.4
88.2
5.3
20.3
8.5
23.2
2.5
16.1
1.8

Max. runoff
vol. hm3
721.9
819.1
85.2
33.4
23.5
27.6
248.3
69.6
331.3
434.6
187.6
456.5
64.6
149.9
72.7

Location
S
S
S
NW
NW
NW
N
N
N
A
A
A
SA
SA
SA

Prior to this study, thickness of freshwater at Látrabjarg had been shown to be significantly
correlated with river discharge from Þjórsá and Ölfursá (three week running average of river
runoff) in late May early June (Ólafsson, 1999). In this study, FW thickness was determined
using same method and correlated with river discharge on a weekly basis using volumes
from rivers listed in Table 3. Greatest correlations were obtained for Þjórsá in beginning of
March (weeks 7-12) and Ölfursá in late March early April (weeks 10-14) (Fig. 34, Þjórsá
week 10, r = 0.58, p < 0.001; Ölfusá week 12, r = 0.54, p < 0.001). According to CODE
model simulations, the corresponding time lag (the difference in time between the time of
estimation of freshwater thickness at Látrabjarg in late May-early June and the week of
highest river discharge) equaled the time of transport, being approximately 16 weeks in the
year 1984 from the river deltas to the area off Látrabjarg (Fig. 35). Similarly, the discharge
from the rivers along the West coast correlated significantly with the thickness of the
freshwater layer, however at a later time of the year (in weeks 12-19) (Fjarðará week 18, r =
0.44, p = 0.008), which corresponded with the shorter distance to the source.
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Figure 34. The correlation between 3 weeks moving average river runoff from various locations
around Iceland and the measured freshwater thickness at Látrabjarg section in late May early June.
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Figure 35. Distribution of the freshwater discharge from Þjórsá (right) and Ölfusá (left) after 6-46
weeks in 1984.
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Effects of stock size, age diversity and temperature on recruitment of cod, haddock and
saithe:

Recruitment of the three gadoid species, cod, haddock and Saithe varied in a similar
manners during the last decades of the 20th century (Fig. 36). This was particularly true for
haddock and saithe, while recruitment of cod attained low levels in late 1980’s and has
remained low since then. Comparing the detrended recruitment time series revealed that all
are positively correlated:
rs(Cod-VPA3 , Saithe-VPA3) = 0.61 (n = 33, p < 0.01)
rs(Cod - VPA3 , Haddock-VPA2) = 0.43 (n = 30, p = 0.02)
rs(Saithe-VPA3 , Haddock-VPA2) = 0.39 (n = 30, p = 0.04)

Figure 36. Temporal trends in recruitment of cod, haddock and Saithe

Several attempts have been made to describe the recruitments of gadoid species in
Icelandic waters (e.g. Ólafsson 1985; Ástþórsson et al., 1994; Marteinsdóttir and
Þórarinsson, 1998; Begg and Marteinsdóttir, 2002). Most of them have focused on cod. In
this study, we have revisited and updated some of these model simulations and at the same
time included new information on river discharge in an attempt to evaluate the integrating
effects of the stock and environmental factors on recruitment.
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A simplest term of describing recruitment stock - relationship would be so called “densityindependent” mode where recruitment (R) is proportional to the spawning stock (S), or:
R= αS

where α = includes the effects of net fecundity and early life survival. Such model is not
realistic as recruitment is allowed to increase without bounds as a function of spawning stock
(Quinn and Deriso, 1999). Stock recruitment models usually include some kind of “density
dependent” effects. Two of the most common are the Beverton-Holt- and Ricker model. The
Beverton Holt model is describes as:

R=

αS
1 βS

This relationship is increasing function of spawner biomass which approaches the
asymptote:

R p = α/ β
where Rp is the maximum recruitment.
The Ricker model is described as:

R= S α− βS
In both models the α parameter is the productivity parameter and β controls the levels of
density dependence.

One of the most common methodology to explore environmental effects on recruitment is to
include a parameter within a stock recruitment-model (Quinn and Deriso, 1999). Here we
added environmental parameters within the Ricker model which we now name generalized
Ricker model. Non-linear regression was used to estimate the parameters after transforming
the multiplicative error models into additive error models by taking logarithms (in the R
2
statistical package). An R was calculated but unlike many non-linear regression models it is
a useful measure because each spawner recruitment model has constant α as a parameter
and it represents the additional variability explained by a model compared to a model with
constant logarithmic recruitment ( ln R= α ε ) (Quinn and Deriso, 1999).
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Cod
Recruitment of cod was not linearly dependent of spawning stock biomass (SSB) as
demonstrated by the fact that the density-independent model had a lower fit compared to a
simple constant model (Table 4). However, recruitment was better explained with both the
Ricker and Beverton-Holt models compared to a constant model where they explained
23.36% and 21.25% more, respectively (Fig. 37). The correlation for the Ricker model was
0.81 while the correlations among parameters in Beverton-Holt model where close to 1
suggesting that the data could be explained by a several combination of parameters.

Figure 37. Modified Ricker stock recruitment relationship for cod
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Table 4. Parameters estimates, standard errors, residual standard error(RSE), residuals sum of
squares (RSS), coefficient of determination R2 and AIC scores for model comparison, for each
spawner-recruit model fit to the Icelandic cod stock during the years 1955-2004. *Model is described
in Marteinsdóttir and Þórarinsson (1998). **The freshwater thickness is only available for 42 of 50
years.

Constant

Estimate
Standard error

α
5.1171
0.0552

Density
independent

Estimate
Standard error

-7.5380
0.0817

Beverton – Holt

Estimate
Standard error
Correlation
Matrix β

-6.2770
0.3216

Estimate
Standard error
Correlation
Matrix β

-6.8950
0.0838

Estimate
Standard error
Correlation
Matrix β

-4 .2300
0.2186

Model

Ricker

Beverton – Holt (SSB9+)

Marteinsdottir &
Thorarinsson model *

Genarilized Ricker
Freshwater thickness**

Genarilized Ricker
NAO winter

Genarilized Ricker
SST july

Genarilized Ricker
Ölfusá w28

Genarilized Ricker
SST july
&
Ölfusá w28

Parameter
β

γ

δ

RSE
0.4

RSS
7.4 670

R2
0.00%

AIC
50.81

0.58

16.3600 -119.10% 90.03

7.4 6E-006
3.54 E-006

0.37

5.8800

21.25%

4 0.87

1.68E-006
1.78E-007

0.34

5.7230

23.36%

39.51

6.36E-005
1.83E-005

0.32

4 .9710

33.4 3%

32.4 6

0.33

5.1650

30.83%

38.38

0.99

0.81

0.98

Estimate
-15.3870
Standard error 10.8090
Correlation
Matrix β
-0.99
γ
-1.00
δ
-1.00

23.86
13.14

1.53
0.87

0.99
-1.00

-0.99
3.17E-001
1.4 1E-001

0.35

4 .7350

31.93%

NA

6.22E-002
2.28E-002

0.32

4 .94 30

33.80%

34 .19

1.57E-006 -3.87E-001
1.65E-007 1.18E-001

0.32

4 .664 0

37.54 %

31.29

0.33

4 .9810

33.29%

34 .57

0.3

4 .1210

4 4 .81%

27.09

Estimate
Standard error
Correlation
Matrix β
γ

-7.2050
0.1662

1.4 6E-006
2.4 7E-007

0.71
-0.83

-0.35

Estimate
Standard error
Correlation
Matrix β
γ

-6.9870
0.0856

1.4 7E-006
1.84 E-007

0.84
-0.39

-0.4 2

Estimate
Standard error
Correlation
Matrix β
γ

-2.6680
1.2970
-0.14
-1.00

0.19

Estimate
Standard error
Correlation
Matrix β
γ

-7.64 10
0.2928

1.73E-006
1.69E-007

0.10
-0.96

0.13

Estimate
Standard error
Correlation
Matrix β
γ
δ

-3.6970
1.3010

1.63E-006
1.59E-007

2.91E-009
1.18E-009

-0.18
-0.32
-0.98

0.15
0.21

0.13

-1.77
1.05

3.37E-009
1.28E-009

3.52E-001
1.13E-001
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In the study by Marteinsdóttir and Þórarinsson (1998) a significant greater amount of the
variation in recruitment (31%) could be explained by including information on age diversity
(Shannon index in 1955-1995), i.e. in comparison to a simple SSB-recruitment. In this study,
extension of the data to 2004 showed that this relationship is still significant where 30.8% of
the variation in recruitment was explained by the model presented in Marteinsdóttir and
Þórarinsson (1998). The results showed that in general, when the Shannon index is high,
older individuals are more numerous in the spawning stock. However, correlation among
parameters was high and the Shannon index is relatively strongly correlated with SSB (r =
0.69, p < 0.0001 ). The importance of older individual is also seen in the Beverton-Holt
recruitment models where residual sums of squares was substantially lower when the
spawning stock was defined as 9 year or older mature individuals (Table 4).

Several environmental parameters have been suggested to influence recruitment of cod.
These include temperature, freshwater thickness on Látrabjarg section west of Iceland in
spring and the NAO index (Brander 2000; Brander and Mohn 2004; Planque and Fredou
1999; Begg and Marteinsdóttir, 2002). In this study, a Ricker model including all of these
parameters was significantly better than a standard model. As such, the july SST south of
Iceland was shown to have negative effects on recruitment explaining 37.54% more than a
constant model. The winter NAO index had positive effects on the recruitment, explaining
33.80% more than a constant model. These results are in concordance with the results by
Brander (2000) and Brander and Mohn (2004) showing a negative effects of temperature and
positive effect of NAO on recruitment. However, our results are in contrast with the outcome
of the study by Planque and Fredou (1999) demonstrating positive effect of temperature on
cod recruitment in Icelandic waters. The effects of Freshwater will be discussed below.

Haddock
Recruitment of Haddock did not correlate linearly with spawning stock biomass nor could
recruitment be better explained with Ricker or Beverton-Holt models than with a simple
constant model (Table 5). Temperature however, had positive effect on haddock
recruitment, both when the effects where embedded in a generalized Ricker model or in a
linear model. Compared to a constant model temperature explained 20.54% and 19.13%
more when embedded in generalized Ricker model and in a linear model, respectively.
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Neither age diversity within the stock or NAO index had any influence on Haddock
recruitment. The effects of Freshwater will be discussed below.
Table 5. Parameters estimates, standard errors, residual standard error (RSE), residuals sum of
squares (RSS), coefficient of determination R2 and AIC scores for model comparison, for each
spawner-recruit model fit to the Icelandic haddock stock during the years 1979-2004.

Estimate
Standard error

α
4 .0958
0.1718

Density
independent

Estimate
Standard error

-7.0502
0.1827

Beverton – Holt

Estimate
Standard error
Correlation
Matrix β

-5.23
2.95

Model
Constant

Parameter
β

γ

δ

RSE
0.8759

RSS
19.18

R2
0.00%

AIC
69.87

0.9317

21.07

-9.85%

76.08

7.39E-005
2.62E-004

0.8916

19.08

0.52%

71.73

1.05E-005
5.89E-006

0.894 1

19.19

-0.05%

71.88

1.04 E+000
3.76E-001

0.7920

14 .4 3

24 .77%

66.4 7

6.4 2E-001
2.63E-001

0.8139

15.24

20.54 %

67.88

0.694 8

10.62

4 4 .63%

60.5

1.00

Ricker

Estimate
-6.27E+000
Standard error 4 .72E-001
Correlation
Matrix β
0.93

Genarilized Ricker
Freshwater thickness

Estimate
Standard error
Correlation
Matrix β
γ

-7.1780
0.5324

9.79E-006
5.23E-006

0.76
-0.62

-0.05

Estimate
Standard error
Correlation
Matrix β
γ

-10.4 000
1.74 4 0

1.20E-005
5.4 0E-006

0.11
0.97

0.12

Estimate
Standard error
Correlation
Matrix β
γ
δ

-11.2200
1.5120

1.13E-005
4 .62E-006

1.02E+000
3.30E-001

0.12
-0.18
-0.95

-0.05
0.12

-2.00E-002

Estimate
Standard error
Correlation
Matrix β

3.2673
0.34 36

1
0.37

0.7832

14 .72

23.25%

64 .99

Estimate
Standard error
Correlation
Matrix β

0.0361
1.7105

0.61
0.26

0.8039

15.51

19.13%

66.35

SST N aug + Freshw. Estimate
dependent
Standard error
Correlation
Matrix β
γ

-0.7360
1.5032

0.61
0.22

0.6959

11.14

4 1.91%

59.74

-0.98
-0.17

-0.01

Genarilized Ricker
SST N august

Genarilized Ricker
Freshwater thickness
&
SST N august

Freshwater thickness
dependent

SST N august
dependent

6.30E-001
2.24 E-001

-0.89

-1
0.99
0.33
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Saithe
Recruitment of Saithe could not be explained with a conventional stock - recruitment models
(Table 6). As such, none of the Ricker-, Beverton-Holt-, temperature or NAO embedded
generalized Ricker models where better than a simple constant model. In contrast, Saithe
recruitment was negatively related to spawning stock biomass (rs(Saithe-VPA3 , SaitheSSB) = -0.36 (n = 33, p = 0.04). The effects of Freshwater on saithe recruitment will be
discussed below.
Table 6. Parameters estimates, standard errors, residual standard error (RSE), residuals sum of
squares (RSS), coefficient of determination R2 and AIC scores for model comparison, for each
spawner-recruit model fit to the Icelandic saithe stock during the years 1974-2004.

Parameter
β

Constant

Estimate
Standard error

α
3.4 390
0.1010

Density
independent

Estimate
Standard error

-7.6214
0.1363

Beverton – Holt

Estimate
Does not
Standard error
Correlation
Matrix β

Ricker

Estimate
-6.05E+000
Standard error 3.20E-001
Correlation
Matrix β
0.93

Genarilized Ricker
Freshwater thickness

Estimate
Standard error
Correlation
Matrix β
γ

-6.2660
0.3585

2.39E-005
4 .4 8E-006

0.79
-0.4 7

0.1

Estimate
Standard error
Correlation
Matrix β
γ

-7.5370
0.6569

2.4 9E-005
4 .18E-003

0.29
-0.89

0.15

Model

Genarilized Ricker
Ölfusá w31

γ

δ

RSE
0.5621

RSS
9.4 8

R2
0.00%

AIC
55.24

0.7589

17.28

-82.28%

73.85

0.5562

8.97

5.38%

55.53

3.12E-001
2.4 1E-001

0.54 98

8.4 6

10.76%

55.72

6.92E-006
2.73E-009

0.51

7.2950

23.05%

51.12

converge

2.34 E-005
4 .51E-006

Sea surface temperature and recruitment:
The effects of SST on recruitment varied in an alternative manner among the species (Table
7). In haddock, SST had positive effects on recruitment both north and south of Iceland.
However, in cod, SST had negative effect on recruitment. The effect of SST on saithe were
not significant.
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Table 7. Pearson coefficient of correlation for the residuals of Ricker stock recruitment model for cod,
saithe and haddock and sea surface temperature (SST). SST measurements refers to northern (N) or
southern (S) part of Iceland and the number to the month of estimate. Bold numbers denote
statistically significant relationship.

Cod
0
-0.01
-0.22
-0.36
-0.29
-0.32
-0.3
-0.4
-0.4 8
-0.4 3

Saithe
0.16
0.26
0.26
-0.03
-0.22
-0.1
-0.09
-0.13
-0.2
-0.29

Haddock
0.21
0.4 9
0.4 3
0.4 8
0.52
0.3
0.51
0.37
0.4 4
0.5

SST
N4
N5
N6
N7
N8
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8

Correlations between river runoff and fish recruitment:
In an earlier study, the measured freshwater thickness on Látrabjarg section was shown to
correlate with recruitment of cod (Begg and Marteinsdóttir, 2002). In this study we reanalysed the relationship between stock biomass and recruitment using generalized Ricker
model. Generalized Ricker model that included information on freshwater thickness
explained 31.93% more compared to a constant model (Table 4). In terms of haddock,
freshwater thickness had also a positive effect on recruitment and by including it in a
generalized Ricker model we were able to explain 24.77% more than with a constant model
(Table 5). In contrast, for saithe, freshwater did not improve the generalized Ricker model
(Table 6). As reported by Þórðardóttir (1986), the impact of freshwater on recruitment and
survival of newly hatched larvae has been thought to be linked with the formation and
stability of the freshwater induced stratification layer on the main spawning grounds along the
SW coast of Iceland. Therefore, as the freshwater runoff plays a major role in the formation
of the density stratification, it will likely affect survival of young larvae in the area close to the
freshwater discharge. The main impact of river runoff should therefore originate mainly from
the southern located rivers during and prior to periods of hatching, i.e. in March through early
May. However, in terms of cod, the influence of the March-April (~ weeks 12-13) river runoff
on the residuals of the Ricker recruitment model where negligible (Fig. 38). However
recruitment of cod correlated with river runoff in weeks 25-35 (June-August) from Ölfusá in
the South as well as the rivers in NW Iceland.
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Figure 38. The correlation between 3 weeks moving average river runoff from various locations
around Iceland and residuals from Ricker stock recruitment model of cod.

In terms of haddock, significant correlation (r > 0.5 ) was found between Ricker residuals of
Haddock recruitment and river runoff druing weeks 13 – 18 from southern Iceland (Fig. 39).
Positive correlation between river runoff along the coast of south Iceland and haddock
recruitment was again found around week 35.
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Figure 39. The correlation between 3 weeks moving average river runoff from various location
around Iceland and residuals from Ricker stock recruitment model of haddock

In terms of Saithe, similar to the cod, significant correlations with river runoff were detected in
weeks 25-35 of rivers in southern and NW Iceland (Fig. 40). Generalized Ricker model
which included river runoff from Ölfusá in week 31 explained 23.05% more compared to a
constant recruitment (Table 6).
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Correlation between Saithe recruitment and freshwater runoff was negligible in other months,
with the exception of a small river in Northern Iceland. However, it should be noted that there
is a high risk of finding spurious significant correlations when so many scenarios are tested.

Figure 40. The correlation between 3 weeks moving average river runoff from various location
around Iceland and residuals from Ricker stock recruitment model for saithe.
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It is difficult to pinpoint the direct mechanism for the causal causes of the correlations
between mid summer river runoff and recruitment. This is during critical time when first
feeding of the larvae begins and subsequently mortality is high (Þórisson, 1989). At that
stage the larvae and juveniles are generally found in coastal waters (Jónasson et al., 2009).
The effects of freshwater runoff on the primary production is documented (Þórðardóttir,
1986). However, the relationship could also be due to favourable southern winds
concomitant with the rain, which would possible favour beneficial drift pattern for the larvae.
However, these two factors do not mutually exclude each other. In this report the influence
on the river runoff from the south on the magnitude of the coastal current has been described
with the CODE model. The relationship between the recruitment and river runoff in marchapril is likely to both mechanistic in the light of transport and biological in regards to the
enhanced primary production within its waters. Haddock spawning grounds are usually a bit
more offshore than cod spawning grounds (Jónsson and Pálsson, 2006). Broadening of the
coastal current could therefore be more beneficial for haddock than cod. Saithe spawning
grounds are further offshore (Ármansson et al., 2007 ) and are not expected to be influenced
as much by the coastal current as cod or haddock.

Stock recruitment models for cod and haddock which included two environmental
parameters, temperature and measurement of freshwater greatly enhanced the explanation
of recruitment (Table 4 & 5). As such, the generalized Ricker model of cod with SST in July
and river runoff from Ölfusá from week 28 explained 44.81 % more than a constant model. In
similar manner generalized Ricker model of haddock with SST in northern part of Iceland
during august and measured freshwater thickness explained 44.63 % more than a constant
model.
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5.

Conclusion

Quantitative understanding of processes affecting life history, dispersal and population
dynamics of fish populations is essential for responsible management of marine resources.
Elsewhere, advances in hydrodynamic and coupled physical-biological models have
produced new and innovative opportunities to examine the role of ocean physical variability
and environmental processes for the survival and dispersal of marine organisms. Today,
due to outputs of this project, we also have for the first time a reliable state-of-the-art high
resolution ocean model that performs at high speed and describes the three dimensional flow
of water around Iceland. Furthermore, by incorporating outputs of the hydrological model
WASIM, describing discharge from 46 watershed, into the ocean model, we are now able to
explore the role of freshwater runoff and its influence on important coastal locations such as
spawning and nursery areas. First results of this project have shown that both the physical
and biological processes of these areas are strongly influenced by the river discharge. The
existence and successful evaluation of these models create completely new possibilities in
terms of exploring the role of the hydrodynamic variation in the Icelandic marine ecosystem.
During the next phase of the project we propose to use these tools to model the occurrence
and stability of the density and thermal stratification as well as the timing and duration of the
spring bloom on the main spawning areas at the SW coast. Future results will therefore not
only augment our knowledge on factors affecting survival of cod but also the many other
species that depend on the interaction between land and ocean for the survival of their
offspring.
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6.

Dissemination
Publication of project results:
Jonasson, J. P., Gunnarsson, B. and Marteinsdottir, G. 2008. Abundance and growth of
larval cod (Gadus morhua) in relation to variable environmental condition west of Iceland.
Deep Sea Research. In press
www.marice.is/code - Interactive web site that contains hundreds of outputs from CODE both
animated and individual parameters (sea elevation, ice thickness, heat flux, stratificaiton,
freshwater thickness, salinity and temperature at
(http://www.marice.is/code/code_output07.html) for different years (sincke 1948), months
and depth intervals
Cod Seminar
A one day cod seminar was conducted on December 10 2009 at the University of Iceland by
the leading partners of this project. Two of the talks were relevant to this project:
Gudrun Marteinsdottir: The hidden variation in the Icelandic cod stock: implications for
sustainable management
Jónas P. Jónasson and Gudrun Marteinsdóttir. Stock vs. environmental effects? Recruitment
of gadoids at Iceland.
Presentations and posters:
Kai Logemann, Jónas P. Jónasson, Guðrún Marteinsdóttir.Straumalíkan af íslenska
hafsvæðinu. Ráðstefna Hafrannsóknastofnunarinnar um Sjó og sjávarlífverur 20-21.
Reykjavík, febrúar 2009.
Jónas P. Jónasson, Guðrún Marteinsdóttir. Breytingar í tíma og rúmi á hrygningarsvæðum,
lirfureki og nýliðun þriggja þorskfiska við Ísland. Ráðstefna Hafrannsóknastofnunarinnar um
Sjó og sjávarlífverur 20-21. Reykjavík, febrúar 2009.
Jón Ólafsson, Guðrún Marteinsdóttir, Árni Snorrason, Bergur Einarsson, Jónas P. Jónasson,
Kai Logemann Vistfræðileg tengsl ferskvatnsrennslis itl sjávar og hrygningar og klaks
þorsksins. Þorskur á Íslandsmiðum, Ráðstefna Hafrannsóknastofnunarinnar um rannsóknir á
þorski á Íslandsmiðum á Hótel Loftleiðum, 25-26. janúar 2008..
Jónas P. Jónasson, Einar Hjörleifsson, Kristján þórarinsson, Guðrún Marteinsdóttir Temporal
and spatial variation in spawning location, larval drift and recruitment of three gadoid species
at Iceland. 5th World Fisheries Congress, Yokohama, Japan, 21-24 October 2008.
Jónas P. Jónasson, Björn Gunnarsson, Guðrún Marteinsdóttir Tengsl útbreiðslu og vaxtar
þorskungviðis við umhverfisskilyrði á rekslóð vestur af Íslandi. Þorskur á Íslandsmiðum,
Ráðstefna Hafrannsóknastofnunarinnar um rannsóknir á þorski á Íslandsmiðum á Hótel
Loftleiðum, 25-26. janúar 2008.
Jónas P. Jónasson, Björn Gunnarsson, Guðrún Marteinsdóttir Abundance and Growth of
larval and early juvenile cod (Gadus morhua) in relation to variable environmental conditions
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west of Iceland. Poster at University of Iceland Natural Science Symposium 2008, Reykjavik,
Iceland, 14-15th March 2008.

Publications in preparation:
Jonasson, J. et al. Stock vs. environmental effects? Recruitment of gadoids at Iceland.
Logemann, K. et al. The Icelandic Coastal Current - a model study.
Logemann, K. et al. About the forcing of the North Icelandic Irminger Current".
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